Are international health research programmes doing enough to develop research systems and skills in low and middle income countries?

Responseible Vertical Programming: How global health research can deliver essential research, achieve impact and build national systems
The COHRED Statement highlights important issues in health research for development.

Health research is a key instrument to reduce poverty and improve health across the globe. The way in which research is done and the questions it addresses make an essential difference between health research that is a tool to deliver technical solutions to those who can afford them; or health research as central element of alleviating human suffering, improving health and health equity, and making development activities sustainable.

COHRED Statements are issued whenever there is a need to examine and emphasize issues in ‘research for health’ that make research work … for everyone. COHRED Statements are prepared by COHRED and in partnership with other organisations if this helps advance solutions to the issues raised.

COHRED encourages feedback, debate and the sharing of experiences on the concepts presented in this report. Please respond to rvp@cohred.org

For more information and resources on responsible vertical programming for health research:

www.cohred.org/HealthResearchWeb
www.cohred.org/rvp
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Are international health research programmes doing enough to develop research systems and skills in low and middle income countries?

Responsible Vertical Programming:  
How global health research can deliver essential research, achieve impact and build national systems
Research plays a crucial role in developing solutions to the health problems suffered by the populations of low and middle income countries. Most health research for and in low and middle income countries is funded from external sources. And most of this externally funded research takes the form of ‘vertical’ – condition – specific – programmes.

As a result...

- The health research agenda in poor countries is mostly determined from the outside, not based on national health research priorities, and concerns only those conditions for which international funding is available – largely HIV/AIDS, TB and malaria.
- Externally funded research is not primarily concerned with leaving behind sustainable national research and research governance capacity – most capacity that is built focuses only on those competencies needed for individual research projects.
- An important opportunity for sustainable socio-economic development is missed, if health research does not become a driver for development in low income countries, where external investments in health research constitute a large part of total investments in science and technology.
- Research programmes rarely make provision to translate research findings into action – leaving this to under-funded, fragile health systems.
Responsible Vertical Programming in health research

- Vertical research programmes can be highly effective at increasing research production and developing new interventions for neglected conditions that have the potential to improve the lives of millions of people. However, the ways these programmes are managed can make the difference between research as a technical effort with dubious implementation potential and research as a catalyst for development – that achieves its potential to improve people's lives.

- A vertical research programme is responsible if succeeds in building the capacity of a country's researchers and the national research system – in the process of achieving its own research goals.

What can be done?

- Countries have to take responsibility to put in place and resource a basic national health research system. At the least, they should provide mechanisms for research governance that can guide, negotiate, contract, prioritise, manage, follow-up on research and translate it into action.

- External research programmes and sponsors working for the health of people in low and middle income countries should realise that their research cannot be done in isolation from the context of poverty and under-development. Their response to this should be to invest in good partnership building that leaves behind substantial individual and institutional capacity when the programme is completed. This also means helping strengthen national research systems and governance.
Research and innovation are essential drivers of the development of any modern economy. Health research is a core component of this, and is crucial to solving specific health problems and optimising health system performance. Stated otherwise: there are few, if any, modern nations that have developed without investing substantially in scientific research and innovation – either directly or indirectly. This is the scenario for high income countries and those making the transition from ‘low and middle’ to ‘high’ income, including China, India, Brazil, Mexico, the Philippines, Thailand, Malaysia, South Korea, South Africa, Tunisia and others.

The situation in many low and middle income countries is different. Investments in research and innovation are minimal, and are often considered luxuries that follow development rather than being core drivers of development. Health research is no exception. Most low income countries do not invest sufficiently of their own resources in health research to address local needs. As a result, most health research “relevant” to low and middle income countries is done for them – sometimes with them – but rarely by them. This approach to research is done in a ‘vertical’ manner – meaning that it focuses only on conditions for which the international community makes funds available; and without necessarily strengthening the national health research system.

Even research done in and with low and middle income countries is driven by international health research priorities rather than the ‘national agenda’. So it is largely the international agenda that determines how scarce research resources in low income countries are allocated and the research questions addressed. In many low income countries, externally funded health research is the only investment in scientific research and innovation. The result is that crucial opportunities to support creative environments conducive to research, innovation and progress are lost if health research in low and middle income countries is not embedded in national research system development.

Vertical research programmes can take a number of different forms, either as collaborations of multilateral agencies (e.g. the UNICEF, UNDP, World Bank, WHO Special Programme on Research and Training in Tropical Diseases - TDR); centres of excellence (e.g. the International Centre for Diarrhoeal Disease Research Bangladesh - ICDDR,B); funding schemes of
research councils, foundations or development agencies (e.g. the Grand Challenges for Global Health programme of the Bill and Melinda Gates Foundation); or public private partnerships (e.g. the International Aids Vaccine Initiative - IAVI).

**Health research and the Millennium Development Goals**

In 2001, the Commission on Macroeconomics in Health proposed that the international community’s research funding for ‘diseases of the poor’ should be substantially increased to US$3 billion per year by 2007. It was recommended that this funding be split evenly between investments in new intervention development, by international research programmes, and priority research needed by the health systems in Low and Middle Income Countries (LMICs). While investments in vertical programmes are clearly increasing, investments in public sector health research in many LMICs are stagnating. Health research is not fulfilling its potential role in improving health in these countries. This is because little research is being produced that can be used by practitioners, managers and policy makers to inform health sector decision making. Health research performance failure may be one reason why many LMICs are unlikely to achieve the health-related Millennium Development Goals. In addition, research in LMICs does not address disease burdens associated with conditions not traditionally perceived as their priorities – such as mental health, injuries and non-communicable diseases.
Dependency on foreign funds

Few LMICs invest sufficient amounts of their own resources in health research,\(^7\) even though many African countries re-committed themselves to increase expenditure on health research in 2006.\(^8\) Most countries rely on foreign partners for research project funds and these partners usually commission research as disease or condition specific – or vertical – programmes. For example, between 1991 and 2000, 100% of health research project funds in Tanzania came from foreign sources.\(^9\) Uganda does not provide any project funding for health research,\(^10\) while external health research project income totals some $24 million.\(^11\) This leads to the situation where national research production in many low and middle income countries addresses only a few high profile health conditions – those for which funding is available – neglecting other major national priorities that can benefit from research.

**TABLE 1**

**Research funding for health research institutions in Tanzania**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Source of funds</th>
<th>Type of funding</th>
<th>US$ millions (%)</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Domestic</td>
<td>Infrastructure</td>
<td>414 (88)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Foreign</td>
<td>Infrastructure</td>
<td>5 (1)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Domestic</td>
<td>Research projects</td>
<td>-</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Foreign</td>
<td>Research projects</td>
<td>49 (10)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Total</td>
<td></td>
<td>468</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

*Source: adapted from Kitua 2002.\(^9\)*

Health research production in low income countries is heavily skewed towards six conditions: HIV/AIDS, malaria, diarrhoeal diseases, tuberculosis, maternal conditions and tropical diseases.\(^13\) These conditions, which are all beneficiaries of major international vertical research programmes, make up 31% of the overall disease burden for low income countries – but more than 80% of their research output – leaving many important problems under-researched (see Figure 1).

Different research priorities

‘Vertical’ research programmes can play an important role in reducing morbidity and mortality for diseases that affect millions of poor people. They are effective strategies for the development of new products\(^14\) and for stimulating research on neglected diseases.\(^13\) At the same time, the evidence produced by such programmes may be of little use to those faced
Practical steps to make vertical research programmes more ‘responsible’

There are many individual examples of best practices that can be employed to improve the health impact of ‘vertical’ research programming. As experience grows, more factors determining effective implementation will emerge.

What can governments in low and middle income countries do?

• Priorities for health research are credibly set and regularly updated. Without priorities, researchers and research sponsors, cannot align their activities with national health and development goals.

• Develop a policy framework for health research that provides the legislative and regulatory structure in which all actors in health research can operate, for goals of the system to be set and strategies for their delivery implemented.

• Establish governance and management structures, inside or outside government (such as a research council) to provide vision, leadership, and oversight for health research in the country. This will help manage the system to deliver these goals. It will also increase the transparency and accountability of national systems; and encourage negotiation between research programme leaders and governments officials to optimize large research programmes to produce effective outputs and address national health priorities.

• Develop a human resources strategy for health research identifying new capacities required and the existing capacities that need to be strengthened. The focus should be on matching capacities to demand, use and management of research and research skills. The ‘HR-HR’ plan will enable managers of research programmes to training from being project-specific to having broader relevance.

• Develop a funding strategy for health research that is aligned with national priorities and capacity building needs. It will identify what will be funded from national resources and where external funding is need. This document can be the basis for negotiation with foreign partners.
with the challenge of improving their population’s health. ‘Vertical’ research programmes align their activities with their own objectives and not necessarily with the research priorities of the countries in which research is done. The overwhelming focus is on generating new knowledge and developing new interventions even though this research is unlikely to contribute to improving health within the next ten years. For example, in the HIV/AIDS field commentators are speculating that “a vaccine to prevent HIV infection will not be found for, at the very least, several decades to come – if at all”.

Research that can make a real difference to the health of people living in low and middle income countries in the short and medium term must address more applied topics. For example, in a large-scale consultation in South Africa to identify research priorities required to achieve the Millennium Development Goal on child mortality, nine of the top ten priorities addressed health systems and policy research. Only one called for the development of a new intervention.

**FIGURE 1**

Dependence on project funding from foreign sources leads to research production that addresses just a few high-profile conditions, all priorities of the international research community, leaving many major problems seriously under-researched.
...Practical steps to make vertical research programmes more ‘responsible’

- Set regulations for good research partnerships, for example adopting standard research contracts to ensure equitable sharing of the benefits of research.
- Ensure that health programmes build research into their strategies and budgets, to integrate essential information required for evidence – based decision making in programme planning and implementation.
- Coordinate with other ministries and national development strategies. Health research is a multi-sectoral activity and requires collaboration across the range of actors in health, development and science and technology.

**What can researchers, research programmes and sponsors do?**

- Align their research activities in LMICs with national policies, priorities and strategies. If alignment is not possible, at the least, capacity building components of research programmes should be aligned with national capacity needs. Where necessary, support and input should be provided to priority setting and policy development for health research;
- **Work through national governance and management systems** – where these are functional – and coordinate activities with other research or complementary programmes active in the country. Where countries do not have these foundations work with stakeholders to develop them.
- Design capacity building, educational and training programmes in a generic way – so they serve the specific research programme, and research in other fields.
- Adopt ‘best practices in research partnerships’. This include equitable benefit sharing and support for institution and system building.
- Include representation from low and middle income countries in programme governance structures.
- Promote the principles of responsible vertical programming among peers and colleagues.
**Governance and Management – who decides?**

Vertical programmes often bypass the governance and management structures of countries. For example, in Cameroon, 25% of all health research expenditures in 1999 was contracted directly to individual researchers, bypassing government and institutional systems of governance. In Zambia, only 12 health research projects were registered with the national Council of Science and Technology in 2006, a small fraction of the projects undertaken in the country. In South Africa, as in many other countries, there is no national register of externally funded research. Even where this information is available – it often covers clinical trials only.

Vertical research programmes are accountable to oversight by their home institutions and sponsors; but usually not to that of the countries where the research activities are conducted. This lack of local accountability weakens national research systems and governance. In these situations, national decision makers are largely unaware of the research done in their country. Faced with this situation, countries cannot provide direction to their national systems of health research, manage and develop them effectively or act on the research findings.

**The ‘health research funding paradox’**

In low and middle income countries that do invest in health research, the costs of maintaining a core group of trained scientists and basic research facilities is carried by national governments. In Tanzania, for example, of the total funds for health research allocated to supporting the country’s institutional infrastructure – mostly salaries and facilities – only 1% came from foreign sources (*See Table 1*). Because vertical research programmes are able to fund project costs – to purchase consumables and the latest high-cost, high-tech equipment and pay for other research essentials such as additional staff and vehicles, it is largely this external funding that determines what research is done – by those whose positions and offices are paid for by national governments in low and middle income countries. Vertical research programmes therefore benefit from the support of LMICs to achieve their research goals, without investing in the infrastructure that enables this to happen.

Research funding often only covers direct project costs (such as staff time or project equipment) ignoring indirect costs (e.g. facilities and administration), forcing institutions to subsidise these expenses. For example, the University of Cape Town estimates that indirect project costs constitute 43% of research costs. However, between 2002 and 2005, the
The ‘health research funding paradox’

Many low and middle income countries contribute more to the overall budget for research in their countries than they receive from external sources. Yet is the external contributions that often decide what research questions are being addressed.

university was able to recover just 6% of indirect costs from project sponsors. The US National Institutes of Health allow only 8% of indirect costs for foreign institutions receiving their funds. It pays many times this – up to 100% in some cases – to US institutions.

This problem does not only arise at the institutional level. If anything, it is even worse at the level of the national research system. Virtually no international research programmes make provisions – either financial or technical – to help sustain the national system that enables the research they fund to take place. Small fees for local research ethics review or for registration of research projects with national councils may sometimes be paid. But no externally-funded research programmes include capacity building for government research managers, research priority setting, or for national research policy development. All of this has to be funded from national budgets.

Narrow focus of the research programmes –

operating in isolation from national health research systems

To ensure high quality research, vertical programmes often have to build local research skills and competence. Ideally, this research capacity should be built in a generic manner so that it can be used to address health problems in addition to those on which the vertical programme is focused. For example, skills built through epidemiology training needed for phase II or III clinical trials should also be applicable to research on environmental health, health sector quality control, or childhood disability.

In a well-integrated system these skills could be used to enhance research in related fields. But in reality, these opportunities are not realised when research is done in a project-specific manner. For example, in Bangladesh, which hosts the International Centre for Diarrhoeal Disease Research (ICDDR,B), 52% of the country’s research outputs between 1999 and 2001 addressed diarrhoeal disease; but this excellence produced little research addressing the other major conditions contributing to the country’s disease burden (see Figure 2).
What is the PROBLEM?

Achieving impact
For interventions developed by vertical research programmes to achieve their potential in improving population health, effective health systems to deliver the intervention are required. Health research systems are also needed, to adapt the intervention to local contexts, evaluate effective modes of service delivery and inform national policies to facilitate uptake of. There are many cases of the under-utilisation of known effective interventions. A prime example is the Haemophilus influenzae type b (Hib) vaccine, developed in the early 1980s – but still to achieve its potential impact. To ensure that research results are communicated and used – i.e. achieve impact – strong national health research systems with a broad range of skills and expertise are needed. This includes strong links to health systems to deliver the interventions and ensure their uptake. While this fact is widely recognised in debate and literature, virtually no international research programmes make provision for links between research and action.
Surely, for low and middle income countries, the ultimate objective of health research is to improve health and development to the point where the country is no longer dependent on external assistance. Viewed from this perspective, all interventions addressing specific problems in low and middle income countries should be supportive of achieving this objective. The requirement to align with long-term development goals is the one factor essential to national development, just as staff of successful companies align with the corporate mission.

A vertical research programme is responsible if it succeeds in building the capacity of a country’s researchers and the national research system – in the process of achieving its own research goals.

Implications for low and middle income countries

Research system building
It is unreasonable to expect that individual research projects or even large-scale programmes can alone achieve major development goals beyond those required for the research. Researchers do not necessarily have development expertise. Research sponsors are unlikely to fund additional expenditures. And governments may consider the widening of the scope of research programmes as interference in legitimate political processes.

To encourage research programmes to have a more long term impact beyond their immediate objectives, low and middle income countries should put in place a national health research system (NHRS).

As the world map shows low and middle income countries are progressively recognising the need to strengthen their national health research systems and are establishing formal structures to direct and manage their research efforts, better understand what their research needs are, and identify how their systems can be strengthened to achieve these aims.
With these foundations in place, countries are in a stronger position to negotiate with international research programmes, to ensure that national goals are addressed in research projects and that strengthening of the national health research system is built into collaborative agreements.

**Political support**
The allocation of national funds to research strengthening is an important step in research system development and strong political support is essential to achieving this. Especially in Africa, national governments do not sufficiently invest their own resources in health research governance and research projects, often relying exclusively on external support for health research. As political support for health research is serious only if it translates into research budgets, it is essential that – at the least – governments start paying for the governance of research. This will ensure that external research funding can become more relevant to national priorities and health objectives as well as to international ones.

Increasingly, low income countries are making explicit investments in research. For example, Rwanda has made a number of high profile statements of its commitment to science and technology (S&T)-driven development, with aims to invest 3% of GDP by 2010. These statements have been put into action with the establishment of a governance and regulatory framework for S&T and the allocation of 1.7% of GDP in 2006. This has enabled Rwanda to negotiate considerable co-investments from the World and African Development Banks, helping the government on its way to the 3% target.

**Governance of health research**
A basic research governance infrastructure increases a country’s ability to link short-term research objectives with longer term health and development aims. The group of ‘innovative developing countries’ – India, Brazil, South Africa and others – have come a long way to putting in place national governance that enables them to adopt stronger positions on international research relationships that affect their populations.

A regional example is telling. In June 2007, the Organisation for Economic Co-operation and Development - Development Assistance Committee (OECD-DAC) convened a ‘high-level forum’ to stimulate more research and development on medicines for neglected and infectious diseases. The essence of the meeting was to understand how to provide incentives for the pharmaceutical industry in OECD countries, to increase their research efforts on drugs for these diseases. However, the forum did not consider the
SYSTEM STRENGTHENING EFFORTS
Examples of established and ongoing efforts to strengthen system infrastructure for health research from selected low and middle income countries.\textsuperscript{25-38}

1. Examples of countries assessing their health research systems.

2. Examples of countries developing health research policies.

3. Examples of countries strengthening governance and management bodies for health research.

4. Examples of countries setting priorities for health research.

Information presented gives examples of efforts in health research system strengthening known to COHRED and its partners.

- Regional initiatives and cooperation
The starting point for strengthening a country’s health research system is to have a clear picture of the current state of health research – and the areas where development should be targeted.

Using this view, countries can apply various approaches, tools and methods to start a strategy of system strengthening.

### Complementary Agenda

A complementary agenda of: how to provide incentives for technology transfer for drug R&D and drug regulation so that – in the long term – more of the R&D capacity will be located in the countries where these diseases occur. Such an agenda is more likely to lead to sustainable development as it will reflect not only on incentives for industry, but also on how LMICs should strengthen their innovation and production systems to make technology transfer – south-south as well as north-south attractive – or even possible. During this OECD meeting, the Minister of Public Health of Cameroon offered to host such a complementary agenda meeting – to ensure that the initiative is conducted with southern countries and not just for them.41
Implications for researchers, research sponsors, research programmes

Research is not done in a vacuum. An essential basis for responsible vertical programming is the recognition that the development of low and middle income countries is part of the context in which international health research programmes operate.

While it is unrealistic for countries to expect that health research programmes will solve major developmental problems, it is equally unreasonable for health research programmes (including the researchers, their institutions and sponsors) to expect that low and middle income countries have all the resources they need to manage research prioritisation, governance and translation of research into action. The fact that global health research is needed to solve essential health problems in low and middle income countries in the first place is indicative of the need for research system support.

In this light, managing research programmes in isolation of the context and systems in which it occurs is not optimal. The ‘urgency of research’ argument – namely, that building systems will take too long and that new interventions are needed now – is rarely a justification, as intervention research rarely leads to rapid answers.\textsuperscript{15,42} Even when solutions are developed, there are long lag times before implementation in low and middle income countries is achieved.\textsuperscript{43,44} ‘Urgency’ itself cannot, then, be the rationale to ignore national systems and countries’ development needs when doing international health research.

In reality, isolating research from development is based on researcher imperatives (careers and publications) and on limitations imposed by research sponsors (funding can only be used for projects – rarely for institution building – let alone system building). While many of the principal investigators of international research programmes in low and middle income countries will acknowledge system weaknesses, this does not mean that they will be explicitly addressed in research protocols.

Yet, how research programmes are conducted can have important positive effects on sustainable research capacity in countries. Good research partnerships are a solid beginning to optimise the potential impact of research beyond the immediate project outputs, and there are strong examples of how this can be done. These include the ENRECA programme supported by Denmark (ENhancement of REsearch CApacity in developing countries)\textsuperscript{45} and the Swiss supported KFPE programme (Commission for Research Partnerships with Developing Countries).\textsuperscript{46} But good partnerships are not sufficient, and more needs to be done. In consultations for its new 10 year strategy the UNICEF, UNDP, World Bank, and the WHO Tropical Disease Research programme should play”.

Dr Urbain Olanguena Awono
former Minister of Public Health, Cameroon
WHO Special Programme on Research and Training in Tropical Diseases (TDR) has acknowledged some of the issues required for it to extend the ‘responsibility’ of its programme, pledging to: “Empower scientists and institutions from disease endemic countries. This moves beyond traditional research training to build leadership at the individual, institutional and national levels so that disease endemic countries can better initiate research activities and develop a stronger presence in international health research”.47

**Governance of research**

In the absence of functional research governance in countries, it is difficult to optimise the benefits of health research. For that reason, international research programmes should support the strengthening of national research governance capacity where this is found to be weak. While this is generally accepted practice in terms of building local research ethics review capacity, it is not applied to national research governance. Using a framework for developing national health research systems governance (see page 16), research programmes can assess where to best support research systems to increase national capacity, autonomy and sustainability – and achieve this as a part of the investments made to conduct research programmes.

Board and committee representation is another important aspect of research governance. Most large research programmes have boards, and some of these have strong developing country representation. But most remain dominated by northern interests whose focus is more likely to be on programme goals rather than on the longer term development impact of research.

Finally, if research governance includes more national representation on research programme ‘advisory committees’, this may well serve to emphasise the developmental aspects of health research.

**System and institution building**

For many years, Sweden’s international development assistance for research has focused on developing research institutions in LMICs.49 Other research sponsors, for example the Wellcome Trust, have – after a long history of supporting capacity development at the individual level – seen the need to complement this individual capacity building with activities that build the capacity of institutions.50

The crucial part in these initiatives is that they provide support comprehensively – as part of systems or of institutions. Programmes that have aimed at building only the system components that they require to achieve their aims, may find that results are often not what they
### TABLE 2

**Representation from low and middle income countries on governance bodies of selected vertical programmes**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Programme</th>
<th>Number of board members from LMICs / Total number of board members</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Aeras, Global TB Vaccine Foundation</td>
<td>2/11</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Africa Malaria Partnership - AMP</td>
<td>-.*-</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Alliance for Microbicide Development</td>
<td>0/7</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Drugs for Neglected Diseases Initiative - DNDi</td>
<td>5/11</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>European Malaria Vaccine Initiative - EMVI</td>
<td>1/8</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Foundation for Innovative New Diagnostics - FIND</td>
<td>0/4</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Global Alliance for TB drug development - GATB</td>
<td>3/13</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Institute for OneWorld Health</td>
<td>1/7</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>International Aids Vaccine Initiative - IAVI</td>
<td>2/12</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>International Centre for Diarrhoeal Disease Research Bangladesh - ICDDR,B</td>
<td>9/17</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>International Partnership for Microbicides</td>
<td>4/10</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Malaria Vaccine Initiative - MVI</td>
<td>-.**</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Medicines for Malaria Venture - MMV</td>
<td>2/8</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Microbicide Development Programme</td>
<td>7/16</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Pediatric Dengue Vaccine Initiative - PDVI</td>
<td>4/12</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>UNDP-UNFPA-WHO-World Bank Special Programme of Research Development and Research Training in Human Reproduction - HRP</td>
<td>18/33</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>UNICEF, UNDP, World Bank, WHO Special Programme on Research and Training in Tropical Diseases - TDR</td>
<td>17/34</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

* The AMP is an initiative of GlaxoSmithKline and has no specified governance body independent of the company.

** MVI is a project funded by the Bill and Melinda Gates Foundation and does not have a specified governance body. The board of directors of its host organisation PATH has six, of eleven, members from LMICs.

Source: adapted from Harmer 2005.

Anticipated. Without a governance and management infrastructure, the parts of the system that were ‘strengthened’ may remain under-used, unsustainable – or both. For example, interviews with 38 senior stakeholders in Trinidad and Tobago – which has no formal governance and management framework for health research – found that they were unaware that the country had a national research ethics committee.28
Achieving impact – seeking complementarity
Taking a Responsible Vertical Programming perspective, the question, then, is: can research programmes support national research capacity building in a sustainable manner without detracting from research outputs, substantially increasing costs or causing delay in the effective delivery of health interventions? The answer to this question is almost always yes. It is not additional resources that make research ‘responsible’ – but the way in which research is done.

There are many good case studies – such as the ICDDR,B’s life cycle approach to research prioritisation that covers biomedical, socio-behavioural and health systems research to ensure that it has maximum impact on population health. Yet, this is hardly sufficient to optimise the developmental potential of health research.

Research for research outputs and Research for development are complementary – not contradictory – approaches to development. As in any business, the realisation of the overall goal is dependent on identifying ‘strategic partners’ – whose core competencies and abilities are both complementary and essential for success. Understanding the context in which the research programme is done, understanding the potentials and limitations of one’s own research effort, and seeking others who can engage in complementary activities are the three steps to making health research work (specific steps and approaches are listed on page 7 and 9).

Alignment with national research system priorities and harmonisation between the many research sponsors and agencies are but two aspects that need to be considered by any substantive research programme conducted in low and middle income countries.

Seeking complementarity is as simple as:
• Mapping the context to be addressed for research to become meaningful in health.
• Understanding what your project or programme can achieve.
• Seeking others to cover parts of the programme where you lack expertise.

NB. Having a functional national research governance infrastructure will greatly assist individual research programmes to identify complementarity.

Health Research Web (http://www.cohred.org/HealthResearchWeb/) is a growing resource that makes national health research system information available to all who need it – including to those preparing for responsible vertical programming.
Who will benefit from Responsible Vertical Programming?

Responsible Vertical Programming benefits all stakeholders active in health research and ultimately, the people for whom research is being conducted:

- **Low and middle income countries will benefit** from research that addresses national needs; strengthens rather than weakens and fragments national systems; and creates sustainable capacity that can address national research priorities.

- **Researchers and institutions will benefit** from more effective national research governance structures that provide clarity, guidelines and informed decision making; and from being able to focus on their area of expertise – knowing that others are taking care of complementary actions.

- **Research sponsors will benefit** from the stronger research capacity available in countries, from greater use of interventions they help develop, and from a more transparent research process.

- **Society will benefit** from a more effective research system and more rapid access to new evidence-based services and interventions and the resulting reductions in morbidity and mortality.

Endnote:

‘Vertical Programming’ is not limited to health research. Its complications are also felt in the wider health and development environment. In the health sector, the tensions between those promoting vertical programmes and those favouring system building to achieve health development have existed for more than 40 years. After the successes of the smallpox eradication and onchocerciasis control programmes in the 1950s the debate moved toward favouring the ‘horizontal’ approach of “Health for All”, by 1978. Since then, the pendulum has swung back to vertical approaches with the burgeoning of global health partnerships. These approaches are clearly complementary, but efforts to examine how ‘vertical’ and ‘system approaches’ can be used to greatest effect have been severely hampered by the quality and scarcity of evaluative studies.

Similar problems have been identified in the international development sector, from which the Paris Declaration on Aid Effectiveness, 2005 has resulted. The Declaration aims to increase the impact of development assistance by facilitating the alignment of aid with national priorities, increasing harmonisation to reduce transaction costs, enhancing local ownership, focusing investments on results and fostering greater mutual accountability. All of these aims have strong parallels with enhancing the effectiveness of ‘vertical’ research programmes through Responsible Vertical Programming. While this paper does not explicitly address research sponsored by the private for-profit sector, the problems, arguments and solutions presented here apply equally to research done by commercial organisations.
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